
3,5 - 15 kg

The Tri-Cotti® is available in 3 sizes: Small - Medium - Large.  

The correct sling size is not determined by reference to your  

baby. As your child grows, the fabric will stretch, and the  

Tri-Cotti® will always fit. Only take into account your own 

clothes size to see what size sling you need. Note, after 

use, the material will stretch by about 5 centimetres.

IMPORTANT! 

keep for 
future reference
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B. In picture A, you 
can see that the two 
bands are spread out  
correctly. In this picture 
you see how it should NOT 
be done.

Make sure that the two bands of 
the Tri-Cotti® are nicely spread out 
right into the back of your baby’s 
knees and check this from time to 
time. By doing this, you provide 
your baby with a so-called ‘broad 
base’, which ensures that her back 
is not burdened at all and that she is  
lying completely relaxed against 
you. When a baby only has a  
narrow point of support, she hangs 
straight down and basically has to 
carry her own weight.

A. For an ideal distribution 
of weight over your upper 
body, the cross on your 
back has to be as low as 
possible. Always pull the 
cross down on your back 
and repeat this from time 
to time.

GENERAL TIPS 

RIGHT WRONG
If you feel you have bought a Tri-Cotti® 
that is too big, we advise you to take 
in the bands. To do so, fold in the 
fabric some inches and stitch the 
entire length twice. 
If both parents use the same Tri-Cotti®, 
the sling may appear ‘loose’ over 
time. If this is the case, washing the 
sling will return it to its original size.

Tips!
Your own good judgement is the 
best way to avoid accidents when 
carrying your baby. Here are a few 
more tips and warnings:
• When carrying a baby younger 
than 4 months, always use the fabric 
to support baby’s head. When you 
see this pictogram in the manual, it 
means that the position indicted is 
suitable for babies under 4 months.
• Do not dress yourself or your baby 
too warmly, as the baby carrier is 
also a layer and your bodies also 
give off warmth. 
• Remember that you take up more 
space when you carry your baby, and 
watch out when passing through 
small doorways or under low ceilings 
and doors.

Warning!
• Take care when bending or 
leaning forward. Your balance 
may be adversely affected by your 
movements and that of your child.
• This carrier is not suitable for use 
during sporting activities. 
• Make sure baby’s face and nose 
are not covered with fabric - risk of 
suffocation!
• Make sure baby’s chin does not 
touch his chest.
• Make sure to properly support 
baby’s head.

• Regularly check the position of 
the bands to make sure your baby 
is comfortably and safely installed, 
without being constrained in his 
movements.
• Regularly check your Tri-Cotti®  and 
do not use it if you notice any defect.
• Always be careful when cooking, 
as your baby could easily be burned 
or could grab a dangerous object. 
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Take one of the bands and hold 
it with your thumbs on top and  
fingers inside the band. 

Still holding the ends, take one 
hand through the opening to 
meet the other - hence forming a  
double-folded band.

First put your head and then 
your arm through the double- 
folded band, with the open side up.

Attention!
For an ideal distribu-
tion of weight, it is also 
important to lower the 
cross on your back as 
much as possible. 

Always pull the cross 
down on your back. 

Also ensure the bands are 
not gathered against your 
neck. Lay the bands as flat as 
possible and going slightly 
over your shoulders. Repeat 
this from time to time while 
carrying your baby.

Then put your other arm and your 
head through the second double-
folded band.

Spread the fabric over your shoul-
ders. By doing this, your baby’s 
weight will be divided optimally 
over your upper body.

Read the general tips on pages 2 and 3.

Save this user’s manual: Depending on the age of your baby, other carrying methods  
are described.GENERAL 

For all carrying methods described 
in this manual, you begin in the same way:

RIGHT

WRONG
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To take your baby out of the 
Tri-Cotti®, you don’t need 
to follow all these steps in  
reverse, but simply open 
the bands and lift your 
baby out of the Tri-Cotti®.

Open the band, forming a 
‘pocket’ where your baby 
will be placed.

Begin with steps 1, 2, 3 of the general description (pages 4 - 5)

Take your baby in your arm 
as shown in the picture and 
keep your arm high against 
your body, hold your arm 
sufficiently to the right, 
making sure that your  
baby’s head lies against 
your heart.

Take your free hand to 
search for the outer rim 
of the pocket and pull the 
fabric over your baby, first 
over her back, then over 
her legs.

Support your baby’s head 
with your free hand.

Pull the fabric over the  
baby’s head.

Take your baby’s arm that 
is against your body and 
while gently tilting your 
baby towards you, place 
her arm slightly lower, next 
to baby’s body.

Take the other double-
folded band and put it on 
diagonally on your other 
shoulder.

Before opening up this 
band, first bring it to the 
height of the baby’s bot-
tom.

Now spread the band over 
your own shoulder and 
over baby’s back and legs.

First choose on which side you want to carry your baby - instinctively, you will probably place 
your baby’s head next to your heart, but obviously you can also choose the right side. If you 
do, adapt the following explanation and put the first band over your right shoulder.1. FOETAL POSITION

Right after birth - baby couldn’t wish for a better place!
0 - 3 months

TAKING 
OUT
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To take your baby out of the 
Tri-Cotti®, you don’t need 
to follow all these steps in  
reverse, but simply open 
the bands and lift your 
baby out of the Tri-Cotti®.

Put on the two bands  
following the general  
description (pages 4 - 5).

Pull the right band over  
baby’s left leg.

Spread out the two bands, 
right down to the back of 
your baby’s knees.

When your baby falls 
asleep, you can support her 
head as shown in the pic-
ture. If the baby should turn 
her face to the other side, 
you simply support her 
head with the other band.

Put your baby high against 
your right shoulder and 
pull the left band over  
baby’s right leg.

Hold your baby fairly high 
up and bring her to your 
left shoulder.

Note: It is important to always pull 
the two bands right into the back of 
your baby’s knees. By doing this, you 
provide your baby with a so-called 
‘broad base’, which ensures that 
her back is not burdened at all and 
that she is lying completely relaxed 
against you. When a baby only has 
a narrow point of support, she hangs 
straight down and basically has to 
carry her own weight.

From time to time, check whether 
the two bands still cover the back of  
baby’s knees.

Note: Obviously, you can also begin 
with your left shoulder.

TAKING 
OUT

2. SITTING UPRIGHT     
3 - 12 months

BABY FACING YOU 
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To take your baby out of the 
Tri-Cotti®, you don’t need 
to follow all these steps in  
reverse, but simply open 
the bands and lift your 
baby out of the Tri-Cotti®.

Put on the two bands  
following the general  
description (pages 4 - 5).

Hold your baby high 
against your right shoulder 
and pull the left band over 
baby’s right leg.

Keep your baby fairly high 
and bring her to your left 
shoulder; now pull the 
right band over baby’s left 
leg.

First spread out the band 
closest to your baby - in 
this case the left band and 

then widely spread out the 
other band, making sure 
that the two bands reach to 
the back of the knees (also 
see page 9). 

Shift your baby to your left 
or right hip by moving her 
bottom with one hand  and 
the band with your other 
hand, towards your hip.

When you carry your 
baby on your hip, you can 
give her some extra back  
support by bringing the 
outer band over the fur-
thest back leg. Also read 
the section above.

As a result, the outer band 
runs more horizontally over 
the back of your baby.

Alternative:

3. ON YOUR HIP  
4 - 18 months

Attention: If you choose to use the alternative (pictures 7 and 8) you first have to decide on which hip you want 
to carry your baby, before putting on the Tri-Cotti®. People often choose the left hip to have their right hand free. 
When you choose your left hip, make sure that your first band runs from your left shoulder to your right hip.

TAKING 
OUT
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The Tri-Cotti has been tested in accordance with the EN 13209-2 (October 2005).

Manufacturer:         
Babylonia b.v.b.a.
Ternesselei 191
2160 Wommelgem
Belgium
www.babylonia.be 

To obtain a user’s manual in a different language, go to www.babylonia.be
Remarks and suggestions can be forwarded to info@babylonia.be

Washing instructions: 


